THE COALITION FOR A FREE SOUTHERN AFRICA, THE BLACK STUDENTS’ ORGANIZATION, COLUMBIA UNIV. STUDENTS IN SOLIDARITY WITH NICARAGUA, DISTRICT 65 OF THE UNITED Auto Makers, THE GRADUATE STUDENTS ORGANIZATION, AND THE MORNINGSIDE TENANTS FEDERATION will bring you:

SHANTYTOWN AT COLUMBIA:
BUILDING STRUCTURES FOR A NON-RACIAL SOCIETY IN SOUTH AFRICA, IN OUR COMMUNITIES & AT COLUMBIA

MATERIAL AID CAMPAIGN

RACISM, SEPARATION & APARTHEID IN BOTH SOUTH AFRICA & THE UNITED STATES FEATHER SOCIALLY IRRESPONSIBLE POLICIES THAT SUPPOSEDLY DO NOT MEET THE BASIC NEEDS OF FOOD, CLOTHING, EDUCATION, MEDICAL CARE & SHELTER FOR MILLIONS OF DISFRANCHISED PEOPLES OF COLOID.

But you can start to help by participating in a material aid campaign that will hopefully encourage you to not only engage in a temporary act of giving, but to also participate on a more permanent basis by becoming involved in groups actively organizing around political & social issues.

COORDINATED BY THE SAME GROUPS HELPING TO CONSTRUCT A SHANTYTOWN AT COLUMBIA UNIV. ON APRIL 2ND -- an action whose theme is building social structures for a non-racial society -- a material aid campaign will be launched on Monday, March 31, 1986.

The campaign will aid groups both in southern Africa & New York that are either helping 1) southern African refugees, political prisoners & their families or 2) New York’s large population of socially, politically, educationally, & economically disenfranchised individuals.

WHAT IS NEEDED?

~ Money
~ Prepared/Canned Foods
~ Records/Tapes (especially blues, jazz, folk, classical)
~ Books/Supplies (especially 4-U.S. literature & history books)
~ Clothing (especially women’s & children’s)
~ Medical Supplies

A SPECIAL HONOR

DURING THIS MATERIAL AID CAMPAIGN, THE SOLOMON MAHLANGU FREEDOM COLLEGE (SOMACFO) will be considered by the African National Congress (ANC) to be a brotherhood/sisterhood univ. in solidarity with the anti-apartheid campaign at Columbia. SOMACFO is serving the educational needs of South African refugees on a non-racial democratic basis.

START DATE: MONDAY, MARCH 31

Drop off materials at Earth Place starting Monday, March 31st or at our table on College Walk from South Africa to New York — your help is needed!